
 

Word Lists – Lists 1 - 6 (Set G) 

Name:        

Lists 1-6          Set G          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 

double consonants single consonants y as i sound ou words un prefix dis prefix 

shop singer shy famous tie agree 

hop end fry obvious lock connect 

shopping wish sty nervous untie disagree 

drop wishing try various kind disagreed 

hopped ended type rough unlock disconnect 

hopping ending fly cousin unable disconnected 

hug sing spy enough usual dislike 

hugged singing cry south unusual disliked 

sitting backed style young untidy disobey 

grab jump python touch lucky disobeyed 

jog resting July couple pack distrust 

jogging rested dry trouble unpack distrusted 

grabbing jumping by tough unlucky like 

sit back gym double tidy obey 

dropping rest sky precious unkind trust 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 7 - 12 (Set G) 

Name:        

Lists 7-12        Set G          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 7 List 8 List 9 List 10 List 11 List 12 

mis prefix re prefix sub and inter prefix ation suffix ily suffix le to ly suffix 

mistake redecorate subtract conversation steady muscle 

misplace rejoin interactive creation happy wriggle 

misuse reappear subway decoration heavily wrinkly 

fortune retake interfere education greedily cuddle 

count retell internet foundation happily wriggly 

read redo submerge information crazy giggle 

mislead rebuild interact invitation easy prickle 

miscount rewind interrupt location sleepy bubble 

hear recycle interval nation sleepily bubbly 

place revise international operation easily prickly 

misfortune recall subheading punctuation lily cuddly 

use return subdivide relation heavy wrinkle 

misread refresh submarine sensation crazily giggly 

lead rewrite subject station steadily muscly 

mishear recap interview translation greedy crumbly 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 13 -18 (Set G) 

Name:        

Lists 13-18          Set G          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 13 List 14 List 15 List 16 List 17 List 18 

in prefix sure suffix ture suffix changing e to sion sion suffix ous suffix 

correct unsure future erode pension serious 

incorrect ensure fracture erosion mansion curious 

curable leisure nature invade vision obvious 

incurable measure vulture invasion version various 

capable treasure texture revise indecision nervous 

incapable pressure picture revision confusion anxious 

action displeasure mixture explode dimension precious 

inaction pleasure gesture explosion extension enormous 

visible assure capture implosion occasion generous 

invisible composure feature supervise cohesion cautious 

visibly insure creature supervision adhesion religious 

active closure structure conclude tension poisonous 

inactive reassure adventure conclusion conversion dangerous 

edible fissure fixture persuade corrosion glamourous 

inedible overpressure culture persuasion precision ambitious 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 19 - 24 (Set G) 

Name:        

Lists 19-24          Set G          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 19 List 20 List 21 List 22 List 23 List 24 

tion suffix 1 tion suffix 2 tion suffix 3 
ch words with a k 

sound 

ch word with a s 

sound 
ei and ey sounds 

potion vacation direction ache brochure prey 

motion location condition backache champagne obey 

portion junction attention earache chef survey 

mention ignition opposition anchor fuchsia reins 

caption education relaxation chemical machine vein 

caution donation suggestion choir moustache veil 

section relation temptation Christian parachute reign 

fiction solution demolition mechanic chauffeur weigh 

emotion addition repetition orchestra quiche sleigh 

station operation protection school ricochet weight 

fraction variation foundation stomach chalet neighbour 

nation reception invitation technology chandelier neigh 

position promotion definition psychology chute freight 

question selection decoration orchid chateau they 

election injection correction chameleon charade eight 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 25 - 30 (Set G) 

Name:        

Lists 25-30          Set G          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 25 List 26 List 27 List 28 List 29 List 30 

sion suffix ir prefix homophones 1 homophones 2 homophones 3 keywords 1 

vision regular aisle ewe their peculiar 

version irregular isle yew there perhaps 

session responsible allowed flaw they’re popular 

mission irresponsible aloud floor sale arrive 

pension replaceable aren’t flour sail believe 

mansion irreplaceable aunt flower tale bicycle 

invasion relevant beach heard tail island 

revision irrelevant beech herd tear knowledge 

occasion resistible berry holy tier learn 

division irresistible bury wholly waist question 

decision irritate bridle holey waste recent 

inclusion reparable bridal licence rose regular 

explosion irreparable heal license rows eight 

admission rational heel maze wait eighth 

exclusion irrational he’ll maize weight enough 

 



 

 

Word Lists – Lists 31 - 36 (Set G) 

Name:        

Lists 31-36          Set G          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 31 List 32 List 33 List 34 List 35 List 36 

keywords 2 keywords 3 keywords 4 keywords 5 keywords 6 keywords 7 

disappear medicine grammar caught guide accidentally 

early mention group centre heard actual 

earth minute guard century heart actually 

opposite describe although length certain reign 

ordinary different thought library circle remember 

particular difficult through material complete sentence 

busy potatoes February strange extreme natural 

business pressure forward strength famous naughty 

calendar probably fruit suppose favourite notice 

various breath promise consider surprise height 

weight breathe purpose continue therefore history 

woman build quarter decide though imagine 

increase separate address position occasion exercise 

important special answer possession occasionally experience 

interest straight appear possible often experiment 

 


